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Spring

Conflict
Topic Overview
Our topic begins in 1914- just prior to the outbreak of the First
World War. Pupils will travel through time looking at; the buildup the war (linked to our previous work on the Empire), life in
the trenches and how the political map of Europe changed.
Pupils will learn about the end of war agreements and the long
term implications of these- ultimately resulting in the rise of the
Nazi’s, the Second World War and the creation of Israel. Pupils
will study significant individuals from the time, and use primary
sources to explore and gain knowledge about the key events.
This builds on our prior learning about leaders and political
movements that continue to effect out modern world.
Knowledge
Geography
History
Pupils will learn:
Pupils will learn:
 That there are different
 The factors that
types of maps
contribute to the
 How to read physical
outbreak of conflicts
maps and know why
 How individuals have
settlements are located
gained influence and
 About the geography of
power
countries outside Europe
 The impact of significant
and the impact of climate
events in history
 The concept of systematic
persecution
 The impact on our local
area of a global conflict

Skills
Geography
History
Pupils will learn:
Pupils will learn:
 To identify how physical
 How to use primary
features impact on and
sources to gain
influence land use
knowledge about key
 Comparing political maps
events
 Justify their opinions
and the changes that
based on research
occurred over time
Key Vocabulary
Empire, Borders, Country, Population, Political map, Boundary,
Austria / Hungarian Empire, Ottoman Empire, British and French
Empire in Africa, Czechoslovakia, Current – Poland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Militarism,
Nationalism, Imperialism and Alliances. Triple Entente
Triple Alliance, assassination, alliance, protection, Duke Franz
Ferdinand, pact
Defence, Protection, Trench, Opposing, Front line, Gangrene,
Cholera, Unsanitary
Truce, Christmas Truce, Versailles, Treaty, Dis-armament, Allies,
Conference allied negotiation, Post war,

